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photo essay of ilhabela rivers

by francisco pereira da silva, laelcio pereira da silva, and helena beutel

note from the guest editor

francisco and laelcio pereira da silva are two brothers living on the island of ilhabela in são paulo state, just across the channel from são sebastião, brazil. fran and lau, as they are known, and lau’s wife, helena beutel, have been assisting my research since 2018 on the island’s culture, history, and ecology. the brothers identify as caicara, a group of indigenous peoples who are ethnically a mix of native tupis, descendants of escaped african slaves from colonial days, and descendants of some of the colonial european settlers, largely portuguese, germans, and the dutch. as with most of the islanders, fran and lau are portuguese speaking, with their island’s distinctive accent. helena is a translator from french and english, and is trained as a chef.

the caicaras are proudly identified as artisanal fishermen. they and their families live on the east coasts and islands of brazil in tropical rainforest conditions, in an island range extending from above rio de janeiro to the edge of rio grande do sul state, and most of them live a traditional lifestyle. fishing has been the mainstay of their lives for the last three hundred years, but with great changes, especially over the last five years.

fran and lau are no exception to the caicara way of life; there is scarcely a day that they are not out on the water, whether in the rivers weaving through the mangroves, or out on the sea, fishing and—in fran’s case—guiding eco-tourists in scuba diving, fishing, and exploring the protected state park that occupies the majority of the mountainous land on the island. the caicara families generally prefer to live quiet lives in the less populated side of the island. fish are the daily diet, augmented with vegetables from the...
The river meets the sea. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Living lives so closely attuned to the island’s ecosystem, with seasonal changes and close observation of every detail of the natural environment, the Caçara have the deep traditional knowledge upon which stewardship depends. As keen observers, they share in this photo essay some of the rivers, waterways, riverbanks, and wildlife of their island home.

—Mary Modeen, Guest Editor
River and sea coming together. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Queroquero by the river. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
Egret close-up. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Egret in the mangroves. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
Urubos above the river. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Urubos closeup. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
Blue crabs by the river's edge. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira da Silva.

Roseate spoonbill and offspring. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
Underwater view. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Watching you. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
The river from a high viewpoint. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Ilhabela River in town. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
Mangroves from the river. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Mirror-like reflections on the river. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
Moss trailing on the river. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

The river as a waterway. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
The river from a high viewpoint. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Living by the river. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
High mountain dam. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Rubbish in the mangroves. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.
The sorrows of pollution. Image courtesy of Fran and Lau Pereira Da Silva.

Fran and Lau Pereria da Silva. Image courtesy of Mary Modeen.
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